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THE
PITCH
HOPPER
Once You Hop, You Never
Stop

THE PITCH HOPPER
After developing The Pitch Hopper

for 3 years & launching it in May

2020, we have developed a unique

line of tool and equipment

products. Each Pitch Hopper is

created with a unique process

focused on producing the very best

products for our customers.

32 Inch Model 

24 Inch Model 



This product is truly as
good as advertised! I am

always looking for ways to
make our jobs easier, but
more importantly, safer.

The Pitch Hopper does just
that! I'm thoroughly

impressed with the quality
of the product!

WHY USE THE PITCH

HOPPER?

The Pitch Hopper's lightweight design
enables you to navigate around the roof
easier and more confidently.

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY

The Pitch Hopper gives you a comfortable
and stable surface to work on.

REDUCE FATIGUE

Due to the Pitch Hopper's exceptional
gripping force, workers will feel more
confident moving around roofs.

WORK SAFER 

The Pitch Hopper is designed to allow a
temporary working surface on asphalt
roof surfaces for roof pitches ranging
from 9:12 to 12:12. Our superior grip

surface uses friction force to keep The
Pitch Hopper in place. Our unique wedge
shape provides a level working surface
for lower pitch and steeper pitch roofs
allowing for easy usage and maximum
comfortability. To operate, safely place

your Pitch Hopper down on the roof
surface using the easy grip handles then

proceed to kneel or stand on it. To move it
simply lift and move to a new location.

-
We created The Patented Pitch Hopper

Roof Wedge to help the workers with the
hardest and most dangerous jobs. Built by

roofers, we are with you to reduce daily
fatigue and increase productivity. Our
product can make a difference for you

daily, and eventually become something
you won't want to go to work without! 

The Pitch Hopper's sleek design allows you
to ditch those unprofessional looking couch
cushions.

LOOK PROFESSIONAL 

The Pitch Hopper allows you to have a level
surface to work on or hold materials and
tools.

EXPAND CAPABILITIES 

USED IN OVER 16

INDUSTRIES
Roof Install / Repair
Siding Install / Repair
Gutter Cleaning / Repair
HVAC Services
Painters
Window Install / Repair
Wildlife Control
Security Install
Insurance
Solar Panel Install
And Many More


